Year 8 Written Assignment
Your assignment, following the completion of your test-pit
excavation, is to produce a written account of your
excavation and its findings structured as a technical report
which will tell anyone who reads it what was found and how
you interpreted your findings, while also presenting them
with enough information to allow them to assess your
conclusions for themselves.
A report is a formal piece of writing presenting the aims,
methods and results of an investigation, such as an
archaeological test-pit.
You should include information from:




your own research,
the record booklet you filled in during your dig,
the Access Cambridge Archaeology website
(http://www.access.arch.cam.ac.uk/schools/hefa/report)

Report writing is widely used in education and the workplace,
and one of the main aims of the Higher Education Field
Academy to help participating students develop and refine a
range of skills which will be of benefit in the future.
At the end of this process, students should have an improved
knowledge of, and skills in, the preparation and organisation of
written work and its effective communication to its intended
audience. Your report will also provide an opportunity to apply
skills in the following areas: research, writing and IT.

A Framework for Your Report
A suggested framework for writing your report is given on the
following page. Examples from previous HEFA students’
report are included to give you an idea of how you could
present your report. Make sure you also design an attractive
front cover with your name and the title of your report on it.

1. Introduction and Background


Introduce the place you’ve been digging in and explain why archaeologists want to dig in
villages
o Write about 3 or more historical facts about Shefford, listed in date order with the earliest
first, and reference where you found them.
o Write about 3 reasons why archaeologists are interested in medieval settlements.

2. Aims


In this section, explain WHY the excavations were happening.

3. Methods



Describe the test pit excavation method – describing what you did and in what order.
Give the names of five items of equipment used, and what their purpose was.

4. Location





Give the test pit number and address
Include 3 maps at different scales:
o National
o Village
o Individual site sketch plan
Describe the location of the test pit with reference to the
maps included. Add a photo of the pit if possible

5. Data and Results




Include plans of each context (with a scale), listed in the
order in which they were excavated (starting with context
1).
Describe what each context looked like (colour/texture)
and describe or list the finds from each context, using
tables, photographs and text
At the end, include drawings all four sections of the test pit

6. Discussion and Conclusion
The final part of your report should summarise what the finds from
your test-pit have told you about the place you dug in the past.
Use the EVIDENCE you found to write about:





What date was your site first used by humans?
What sort of things humans were doing there, or what
their lives were like?
How did this change as time passed?
Have humans used the site you dug in all periods of
history, and if not, when was it unused?

For a higher mark, also write about:



How do the findings from your test pit compare to the other test pits dug in the same village?
How has the settlement as a whole changed over time?

Then, assess how you think your excavation went:



Assess the extent to which your aims were achieved.
Do you have any recommendations for future work?

7. Bibliography/References


List all of the books and websites which provided
information you included in your report.

